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Abstract Coal and ore underground mining generates subsidence and deformation of the land surface. Those defor-

mations may cause damage to buildings and infrastructures. The environmental impact of subsidence will not be accepted

in the future by the society in many countries. Especially there, where the mining regions are densely urbanized, the

acceptance of the ground deformations decreases every year. The only solution is to limit the subsidence or its impact on

the infrastructure. The first is not rentable for the mining industry, the second depends on the precise subsidence prediction

and good preventing management involved in the mining areas. The precision of the subsidence prediction depends strictly

on the mathematical model of the deformation phenomenon and on the uncertainty of the input data. The subsidence

prediction in the geological conditions of the raw materials used to be made on the basis of numerical modeling or the

stochastic models. A modified solution of the stochastic model by Knothe will be presented in the paper. The author

focuses on the precise description of the deposit shape and on the time dependent displacements of the rock mass. A two

parameters’ time function has been introduced in the algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Specialists dealing with the protection of mining areas have

recently discussed the issue of reliability and higher

accuracy of deformation occurrence predictions (Kowalski

2005; Niedojadło 2008; Hejmanowski and Malinowska

2009). Such considerations stem from the increasing

financial and social costs of damage done by this type of

mining activity. The reliability issue is mainly connected

with the quality of geologic-mining data (Naworyta and

Sroka 2005; Stoch 2005), whereas higher accuracy of

predictions may be related with the appropriate model of

deposit and accuracy of the estimated parameters of the

calculation model. Bearing in mind the popularity of

Knothe theory and its common applicability in the Polish

mining, the discussion may be focused on model

parameters a and r (or interchangeably ‘‘tgb’’), and also

additionally horizontal displacement parameter B

(Budryk 1953) and time coefficient c (Knothe 1953).

Over the years of study of deformations and predictions

of their occurrence, the author noticed that deposit

models used for calculations are frequently simplified

(Knothe 2005), which results in considerable inaccuracies

of the obtained results. The discrepancies of predictions

and the actual deformations on the surface clearly indi-

cate that such simplifications should never be made. The

influence of a simplified description of deposit on the

accuracy of model calculations is presented in this paper.

An exemplary model employing author’s prediction

system MODEZ (Hejmanowski and Kwinta 2009) is also

presented. This program can be used for accurate mod-

eling of deposition in a reservoir and the mining process

itself.
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2 Classic modeling of displacements in a function
of time

The most popular model of rock mass displacement in

Poland and in many other countries all over the world is

Knothe model worked out in 1953 (Knothe 1953), called

the influence function model or stochastic model.

In this case, the vertical displacements of any point in

the rock mass or on the surface can be modeled with this

dependence:

S x; y; zð Þ ¼ ag

r2
z

ZZ
u x; yð Þdxdy ð1Þ

where uðx; yÞ is the influence function in Knothe model,

which will be simplified to the form: u x; yð Þ ¼ e
�px

2þy2

r2z , for

a point located at the origin of the coordinates system, a is

the extraction coefficient which defines the way in which

mining voids should be filled; g is the thickness of the

deposit under production; and rz is the radius of major

influences in Knothe model, at a level z over the mined

deposit. For z = H, this will be a dependence of the angle

of major impact zone b and depth of extraction H (Fig. 1):

r Hð Þ ¼ Hctgb ð2Þ

and then

rz ¼ rH
z

H

� �n
ð3Þ

where H is the depth of extraction (m); b is the angle of

major impact zone (grad), and n is the rock mass param-

eter, characterizing propagation of deformations in the

space above the deposit. The n value does not matter for

the terrain surface, though according to many authors

n\ 1, 0 (Krzysztoń 1965; Drzęźla 1979; Preuße 1990).

This model (1) was originally worked out for predicting

static states of vertical displacements, however, later

Knothe supplemented it by the function of time. This

function was written in the form of a linear differential

equation describing the subsidence rate as a function dif-

ference of final and momentary subsidence:

dSðtÞ
dt

¼ c SKðtÞ � SðtÞ½ � ð4Þ

where Sk(t) is the subsidence of a point when the mining

has been stopped at a moment t; S(t) is the actual subsi-

dence of a point at a moment t, and c is the time parameter-

proportionality coefficient in Eq. (4), characterizing

delaying properties of the rock mass as far as mining

impacts effects appearing in time [1/year] are concerned.

A general solution of (4) is (5):

S tð Þ ¼ expð�ctÞ r t0 exp �csð ÞSK sð Þcds ð5Þ

This model well describes subsidence of the analyzed point

of the terrain surface after the mining operations on a given

mining field (or fragment of the lot) are finished. It can be

hardly applied for the advancing longwall fronts, as in this

case calculations should be made for fragments (strips) of

the lot. The author of this model also noticed this regularity

and suggested a solution for the advancing extraction front

(Knothe 1984). A similar application of Knothe model for

the calculation of dynamic subsidence of terrain was pre-

sented by a group of Chinese scientists (Hu et al. 2011).

If part of the deposit has been mined and depleted

instantly (i.e. SK(t) = constants and S(t)t = 0 = 0), the

solution takes the form of Eq. (4):

S tð Þ ¼ SKðtÞð1 � e�ctÞ ð6Þ

As observed earlier (Kwinta et al. 1996), this function has a

drawback, i.e. the subsidence is described from the moment

of t = 0, when the subsidence rate is the maximum. This

shortcoming can be liquidated by simulating the advancing

extraction front in the form of strips (for longwall coal

extraction), or deposit elements in the form of a cuboid.

3 Numerical modeling of displacements in time-
reservoir elements model

This method was used in the calculation model based on

the division of reservoir into reservoir elements (Hej-

manowski 1993). In this case, the subsidence of an arbi-

trary point caused by mining activity can be written as:

DSzi;j di;j; ti
� �

¼ Vi tð Þuz di;j;Hi

� �
ð7Þ

and mining-induced subsidence of the entire mining lot or

part of the reservoir is a sum of elementary impacts:

Szj tð Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

DSzi;j di;j; ti
� �

ð8Þ

where N is the number (quantity) of exploitation elements;

i is the number of a subsequent individual exploitation

element; j is the number of the (individual) calculation

point; Vi(t) is the volume of the post-exploitationFig. 1 Mining impact dispersed in the rock mass
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elementary subsidence bowl at the time t, due to mining of

the layer volume in the ith element of exploitation; Hi is the

local mining depth in (m); t is the time difference between

exploitation date of every reservoir element and date of the

prediction (years); di,j is the (horizontal) distance between

the point calculation, and the centre of the exploitation

element (m); and uz(di,j, Hi) is the influence function, given

with the formulae:

uz di;j;Hi

� �
¼ 1

r2
z

exp �p
d2
i;j

r2
z

 !
ð9Þ

The model of reservoir division is presented in fig-

ure (Fig. 2). The horizontal dimension (square) is adjusted

to the distance of the reservoir from the calculation level,

accounting for the accuracy issue. The size of such ele-

ments is considerable, i.e. length L usually ranges from 30

to 60 m for extraction depth to 1000 m and predictions

made for the surface. The height of the element corre-

sponds with the thickness of the mined reservoir gi.

3.1 Modeling of geology and mining technology

The division of reservoirs into elements has a very impor-

tant utility aspect. All attributes connecting with geologic

conditions and technological parameters of mining, which

are locally variable, can be attributed to elements. In this

situation the reservoir element may bring about information

about the reservoir, which is especially significant for the

prediction of deformation occurrence, and also spatial

analyses and for evaluation of mining hazards.

3.1.1 Deposit thickness variable

The average thickness of extracted deposit layer is a typical

generalization assumed in the traditional prediction mod-

els. It is not very important for coal seams, though in the

metal ore deposits the thickness may vary significantly

(Fig. 3).

The reservoir element model allows including this

attribute in displacement calculations for thus diversified

thicknesses of mined layers (Fig. 4). Consequently, the

picture of the summary subsidence basin will vary,

depending on the varying thickness of deposit.

3.1.2 Mixed mining system

The accuracy of displacement predictions is known to

depend on the correct parametrization of the mathematical

model. The parameters should correspond to the local

geologic-mining conditions. The extraction coefficient

a and angle of major impact b were the most important

parameters in Knothe model, on the basis of which the

presented modified model was worked out. In view of the

planned extraction system, the extraction coefficient can

also be simulated for the locally varying conditions, e.g.

hydraulic backfilling (Fig. 5). In the presented example the

room and pillar system with roof deflection is predicted for

extraction coefficient of ca. 0.6. The system including

hydraulic backfill better minimizes displacements and the

extraction coefficient usually ranges between 0.2 and 0.3.

Fig. 2 Exemplary division of reservoir into elements

Fig. 3 Exemplary thickness of a copper ore layer [thickness given in

(m)]

Fig. 4 Reservoir elements with ‘reservoir thickness gi’ attribute in

(m)
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3.1.3 Varying abundance of deposit and its modeling

The reservoir elements model allows for very accurate

modeling of local changes in the ore resources thanks to

which they can be selectively extracted. The influence of a

given fragment of reservoir on the rock mass displacements

can be modelled by introducing information about the

surface of the planned mining area within the reservoir

element as compared to the total reservoir element area.

Figure 6 illustrates a reservoir pillar which will not be

extracted. Numbers corresponding to the percentage of

mined area of a given reservoir element are introduced in

particular cells of the model. Thanks to this the volume of

an arbitrary reservoir element, i.e. its influence on rock

mass displacement, can be calculated from dependence

(10):

VE
i ¼ Ei � L2

i � gi ð10Þ

where VE
i is the volume of reservoir element to be mined;

Ei is the ratio of surface of mining area to total surface in

a given reservoir element; Li is the length of the edge of

reservoir element; and gi is the local thickness of deposit

layer to be mined.

3.1.4 Tectonic disturbances and reservoir tilt

The biggest problem in modeling displacements is usually

stratigraphy and tectonics of the reservoir formation.

Unlike the presented model, classic models are frequently

insufficiently flexible for modeling tectonic disturbances or

variable reservoir tilt, e.g. within the coal longwall itself.

Another advantage of the improved model is the local

height datum as well as local direction and angle of dip of

the deposit. Figure 7 reveals the way in which the differ-

ence of depth of deposition is accounted for. This affects

the mining impact area of particular elementary basins on

the surface. The summaric subsidence basin, being a sum

of elementary basins, will show a visible asymmetry in the

cross section parallel to the dip of deposit. This effect is

observed in practice and no asymmetric influence functions

need to be applied.

Additional information about the angle of inclination of

deposit layers and the direction of the dip of the layer can

be used for deviating the basin (mi) i.e. shifting elementary

basin towards the dip by a value calculated from depen-

dence (11) (Fig. 8).

Fig. 5 Reservoir elements with ‘extraction coefficient ai’ attribute

Fig. 6 Modeling low-mineral pillar in mining area (excluded from

predictions)

Fig. 7 Asymmetry of summaric basin for inclined deposit layers

Fig. 8 Modeling of subsidence basin deviation caused by deposit

inclination
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mi ¼ Hi � tg lað Þ ð11Þ

where a is the angle of dip of deposit layer or roof for-

mation (grad), 0\ a\ 50 grad; l is the deviation coeffi-

cient determined empirically for local geologic conditions,

l\ 1.

3.2 Time as important attribute of the model

Most importantly, the division of a reservoir into elements

allows one to very accurately describe the mining devel-

opment in time, and so to simulate the advancement of the

extraction longwall or development of the room and pillar

field, even for varying mining rates.

The extraction time of a given reservoir element as

compared to the time, for which the subsidence has been

calculated, is a unique pair of variables (dates) in the cal-

culation algorithms. An arbitrary function of time can be

used for this pair of variables to obtain a result which

would be closest to the real conditions of mining defor-

mation propagation in a given area. In this way the course

of time in which manifests itself the mining impact at a

given calculation point will automatically account for the

space and time conditions referred to in the model.

It seems obvious that the surface deformation rate

reaches the maximum after some time, but begins from the

preliminary phase when the distance of the extraction from

the given point on the surface is relatively big. Thus

Knothe time model (4–6) will not be a suitable tool for

describing this type of displacements. A far better solution

will be the two-parameter function of time proposed by

Sroka and Schober (Schober and Sroka 1983). This func-

tion, whose properties were discussed in detail (Kwinta

et al. 1996) relates the cause of deformation, i.e. conver-

gence of working with the subsidence basin. The volume of

elementary basin needed in the forecast of displacements

(7) is expressed with the formula (12).

Vi tð Þ ¼ VE
i � hðtÞ ð12Þ

where h(t) is the function of time.

h tð Þ ¼ 1 þ n
#� n

e�#t � #

#� n
e�nt ð13Þ

where n is the convergence coefficient characterizing

delaying properties of roof rocks in the workings area,

(year-1); # is the coefficient characterizing delaying

properties of the cap rock in displacement propagation,

(year-1).

These two time parameters characterize time in which

appear all mining impacts on the surface it can be assumed

that they are the same as time coefficient introduced by

Knothe. Then:

1

c
¼ 1

#
þ 1

n
ð14Þ

For traditional hard coal and ore extraction, the values of

these coefficients take the following values:

(1) For hard coal (goaf system), 15\ n\ 50;

(2) For copper ores (room and pillar), 0.2\ n\ 1.5,

1\#\ 15.

Graphic characteristics of the presented function of time

are presented for exemplary values of time coefficient in

figures (Figs. 9, 10).

The function of time has zero rate and acceleration at the

initial stage of movement. Then the displacement rate

increases to the maximum in the linear phase of movement,

delays, and the rate lowers at the vanishing movement

stage. These properties of the function of time show to its

adequacy to the actual conditions of displacement propa-

gation in the rock mass as compared to Knothe function.

Nonetheless the two-parameter function requires a much

broader scope of studies to determine both these parame-

ters. For the sake of determining the convergence coeffi-

cient, convergence measurements need to be performed in

Fig. 9 Schober-Sroka two-parameter function of time (0–0.15 year)

Fig. 10 Schober-Sroka two-parameter function of time

(0.15–25.0 years)
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similar geologic and mining conditions, which is not

always possible.

4 Concluding remarks

The problem of modeling displacements in the coal or ore

rock mass shows considerable advantages of a model based

on Knothe influence function model. Modifications in the

article in Knothe model refer to the space and time. The

division of reservoir has the following advantages:

(1) this model gives much better possibility of including

local variability of geologic properties of the rock

mass and deposit as compared to Knothe model,

(2) properties characteristic of the designed extraction

system (backfill, working convergence rate, leaving

off pillars and unmined deposit remains) can be

accounted for,

(3) time-modeling of extraction in planned reservoir

lots, accounting for delays in displacements propa-

gation in the rock mass.

Utilization of this model and author’s computer software

MODEZ (Hejmanowski and Kwinta 2009; Hejmanowski

and Zespol (2009)) makes prediction of the rock mass

deformations and displacements much easier in the coal

and copper ore mining conditions. The introduction of this

software to the mining practice will increase the accuracy

of predictions.
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